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The outcomes of your summer brief inform the basis of your 
work for this unit. In Phase 1 of the Summer

Brief we asked you to reflect on what excites and stimulates 
you about fashion promotion and what areas

you feel need to change. We also asked you to reflect on your 
core personal and professional values.

In this task you are asked to produce an exciting and 
innovative promotional campaign that will enhance
your portfolio. With this task you might consider one or more 
of the following:

• Highlighting an issue that resonates with you

• Promote an existing brand in a new and exciting way

• Promote yourself as a brand

Outputs to submit:
• A Non-conformist campaign showcasing 2 different media 

types screen-based and non-screen-based
• A brief statement (no more 300 words) of your aims of the 

campaign

Non-Conformist Brief...
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Figure 8: Product Moodboard
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Figure 9: Advertisement Moodboard



The aim of my non-conformist campaign is to get the consumer 
thinking about the use of animals in fashion, while promoting a 
Vegan brand. My selected brand is called ‘Unicorn goods’; the 

world’s largest vegan store. 

I have taken the concept of animals wearing their own bi-products, 
to highlight the link between specific fashion items and their living 
animal source. However, what would be a shocking and morally 
questionable image has an ethical twist as these particular items are 
vegan. The copy and hashtags on the image are suggestive of their 
vegan origin as well as subtle touches such as the cow wearing a 

vegan logo pin on her jacket.

The story behind my series of three, is that the vegan alternative 
is so authentic that the animals have fallen in love with them. My 
selected animals and their bi-products are: A Cow wearing a leather 
jacket, a Crocodile with a Crocodile skin handbag and finally a 
Rabbit wearing a fur coat. Anthropomorphising these animals will 
hopefully resonate with consumers and encourage vegan purchases.

For the non-screen-based output my illustrative campaign would 
be presented in billboard form, in strategic locations such as in city 
centres to gain as much exposure to the widest range of consumers 

as possible. 

Then for the screen-based output the campaign would be posted 
on the brand’s own social media accounts, with the aim that they 
would have high engagement and be shared on for more potential 
consumers to see. I would also then expand the campaign by linking 
an article to each individual post. These articles would contain 
important information, to educate consumers on the production of 

these products and the impact this has on the animals.  
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Figure 10: Author’s own drawing
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Figure 18: Author’s own drawing
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Figure 24: Author’s own drawing



Screen-Based

Images are the most shared 
content on social media- so a 
suitable method of promotion 
for the campaign to gain 

wider audience. 

Twitter
32%

Instagram
30%

Facebook 
69%

(Mintel 2019)

Campaign will gain a wider 
audience through the sharing 
feature-suitable for image content

Campaign will gain a wider 
audience through the sharing 
feature-suitable for image content

Video based platform- 
not appropriate for an 
illustrative campaign

Heavily image based platform- 
with engagement features 

YouTube
52%
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Non-Screen-Based

Outdoor Advertising 

Location: 

Example: 
Manchester-

Potential poster placement...

Piccadilly Gardens (high footfall due to central 
location and transport links)

City Centres- 

Well travelled 
Part of many travel routes
Wide consumer market reach

Renvenue of 
299 Million 

in the UK in 2019

55%
 trust outdoor ads 
more than online

awareness 
heightened by

33%
when outside 

92%
see bus shelter ads 

every week

Taking the same route multiple times a 
week for routine trips such as- work, 
school, shops means mulitple exposure to 
the same ad. (Statistica, 2019)



Figure 31: Author’s own illustration



Figure 32: Author’s own illustration



Figure 33: Author’s own illustration



Screen-Based
(Multiple platforms to reach as many consumers as possible- 
maximum engagement with wide consumer market) 

Social media:
Instagram

Facebook

Twitter

All posts will have the additional click through to a page on the Unicorn Goods 
website, which will contain information on the link between the animal and their 
Bi-Product shown in the illustration. - (aim to educate consumers as well as 

encouraging click throughs to the website)



Non-Screen-Based

A scanable code that takes you to a page 
on the Unicorn Goods website, which will 
contain information on the link between 
the animal and their Bi-Product - (aim to 
educate consumers as well as encouraging 
click throughs to the website)

Posters... Location: Major City centres- places with high foot 
fall to reach a wide consumer market.

Hashtags so that consumers can find 
the campaign online- Vegan Love being 
the campaign name and each individual 
image has their own seperate hashtag to 
differentiate them.
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